
Here's What Happened Puzzle #1
Print the puzzle and solve for fun! 
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Across Down
2 They have blue lights on their cars
4 It's really nice to dip in one on a hot summer day
5 Johnny's last name
8 Born in 1902 and named after the founder of Detroit, it's one of the oldest car brands in the

world
9 A shade of blue green and daddy's favorite color
10 The color of daddy's shorts he last wore
11 Friends used this person's help to get into daddy's house
13 A lakeside hangout on Lake Hamilton in the 90s
14 It's an overall part of everyone's medical health
15 The street where daddy lived
16 Where once had his car battery stolen and politely returned
18 The Canadian whisky in the purple bag
19 These pop up all over the world, and Arkansas has a national park named after them
23 'Go, go!________B. Goode!'
25 Some say it sounds like a car backfiring
26 Something not understood or beyond understanding
27 The cuisine of étouffée, gumbo and jambalaya
28 Serial killers do this a lot
29 The English way to say La Petite Roche

 

1 A sometimes 'messy' thing people go through to not be married
anymore

3 While the Spanish founded this state, it is named after a Quapaw
village

6 The legendary sword of King Arthur
7 Has a presidential library in Little Rock
12 Daddy got a $35 ticket for launching these with a slingshot from his

boat
17 In white, they are a symbol of innocence and purity
19 He's on a $10 bill
20 A nonfiction literary genre that examines nefarious investigations
21 Daddy liked to keep some under glass on his desk
22 Daddy described it as a cross between Charmin and caramel
24 The seventh month in the Gregorian calendar

 


